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Title: A history of web archiving at the National and University Library in Zagreb
Abstract: The National and University Library in Zagreb (NSK), as a memory institution responsible for
collecting all types of resources, early recognized the significance of collecting and preserving web
resources as part of its core activities. In 2004, the NSK developed, in collaboration with the University of
Zagreb University Computing Centre (Srce), the Croatian Web Archive (HAW). The NSK is using three
different approaches and tools to archive the Croatian web. At the beginning, only selective archiving of
web resources was conducted. In order to build a more comprehensive national collection, crawls of the
whole national domain (.hr), thematic, and event crawls followed a few years later. This talk will present
the chronology of working processes and diverse ways the NSK attempts to preserve Croatian web as a
contemporary part of the cultural and scientific heritage.



Bio: Karolina Holub is a coordinator of the Croatian Digital Library Development Centre at the Croatian
Institute for Librarianship in the National and University Library in Zagreb. Her field of work includes
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Title: Building a Community of Web Archivers: The Race to Save Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online
Abstract: In response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022, over 1300 cultural heritage
professionals—librarians, archivists, researchers, programmers came together to archive the web presence
of Ukraine’s cultural heritage. In the proceeding 4 months, SUCHO (Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage
Online) has digitally preserved over 40 TB of websites, databases, and other digitized cultural property to
hold in trust for Ukrainian colleagues while they are working to preserve their heritage on the ground. This
talk will cover the basics of coming together in a distributed grassroots response, the evolution to
collaborating with heritage responders and using open-source information to guide efforts, implementing a
workflow across 14+ timezones, and utilizing the Webrecorder suite of tools developed by Ilya Kreymer.
We hope that the processes and lessons learned from this path-breaking project can be used to assist with
responses to similar archiving emergencies and help institutions preemptively establish similar methods
for future use.
Bio: Carrie Pirmann is the Social Sciences Librarian at Bucknell University (USA), working at the
intersections of information literacy instruction, research support, and digital scholarship in the social
sciences. She holds a master’s degree in library science from the University of Illinois, and has put her
years of experience as a librarian to use for SUCHO by conducting extensive research to locate cultural
heritage sites online that need to be archived, and working the Situation Monitoring team to keep abreast
of situations in critical areas of Ukraine.
Bio: Erica Peaslee is the Administrative Operations Coordinator at Centurion Solutions LLC, a Disaster
and Emergency Management consultancy in Texas (USA) where she also provides subject matter expertise
regarding cultural heritage. Using her background in museum collections and her graduate education in
Museum Studies (Harvard), she is particularly interested in centering cultural property in emergency
planning and resilience, and promoting communication between the two communities. Erica currently
serves as Situation Monitoring Coordinator for SUCHO, leading the observation and coordination of using
real-time information from Ukraine to direct efforts to the most at-risk areas. In addition, she also works
with other professionals at the intersection of cultural heritage, crime, and emergency response to
coordinate and facilitate working towards similar goals.
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ABSTRACT
The German Academic Web (GAW) is a longitudinal archive of
websites from German academic institutions, mainly universities.
It can support answering research questions about academia in
Germany. Recent discussions about reproducible research have
brought the availability and sharing of research data into focus.
Collecting, linking, and providing metadata about research data
is thus an important task for infrastructure facilities. In this work,
we examine how existing datasets are linked and referenced on
German academic web pages using the GAW archive. For that, we
use the social sciences and economics datasets registered at da|ra
as our case study. The results show that academic web pages as
presented in GAW are not a good foundation to answer dataset-
related questions. But from the few results found, it was obvious
that da|ra datasets are usually mentioned using their DOIs and not
their URLs.

KEYWORDS
research data, data findability, web archiving, German Academic
Web
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1 INTRODUCTION
Re-using research data has become an important driver of scientific
innovation. Aggregating, replicating, or applying different methods
to existing data leads to new insights and increases the quality of the
underlying research results, while lowering costs [6]. As research
data becomes more important, so does archiving information on
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research data. From an observation study, we know that relevant
information on research data is not limited to the data itself, but
also on a variety of web sites, such as project websites [8].

The web is also an important information source for researchers
looking for data. According to a survey conducted among 1,637
researchers from all disciplines [4] 59 % use web search engines to
find data often. Other surveys, for example, among social scientists
[3] confirm that web search is a very important part of their data
discovery process. As such, archiving the research data itself is not
enough, its traces in the web need to be archived as well to get a
full picture.

This leads to the following research questions:
(1) How can a web archive be used to find references to research

datasets?
(2) Which identifiers for datasets can be found?
(3) How does the volume of referenced datasets change over

time?
As these questions in their totality cannot be answered easily,

due to scaling effects, we are instead focusing on a specific subset:
datasets from social sciences and economics as registered through
the registration agency da|ra1. The web archive The German Aca-
demic Web2 is employed to answer these questions.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2we discuss related
work and in Section 3 we explain the methods we have used for
our experiments. The results are presented in Section 4, followed
by a discussion in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
Research data is traditionally stored in databases or data reposito-
ries and only recently opening up toweb infrastructure, for instance,
through the application of the FAIR principles [14]. Schema.org
added Dataset as an entity type in 2013, which can be used to pro-
vide metadata on research data through markup. This is used, for
example, by Brickley et al. to build catalogues [2]. But they ob-
served that metadata markup, although it is rather simple, it needs
proper curation, as not every Dataset entity is describing a dataset
[1]. However, not all data repositories adhere to this recommenda-
tion yet [10]. Instead, metadata is represented on plain web pages.
Thompson et al. did a longitudinal analysis of Common Crawl data
[13] to find out about the use of persistent identifiers. They suggest
1https://www.da-ra.de/
2https://german-academic-web.de/
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to use DOIs over URIs to identify scholarly publications on the web.
Like metadata, persistent identifiers come with their own set of
problems. For DOIs it is critical to maintain the mapping between
DOI and resource location over time and to deliver a consistent
response to DOI queries [7].

3 METHOD
In this work, we track mentions of dataset identifiers in an academic
web crawl. Particularly, we search for datasets from social sciences
and economics registered at the da|ra registration agency in the Ger-
man Academic Web (GAW). The search process is performed using
two dataset identifiers against multiple GAW snapshots. First, we
describe the GAWdata and how it is collected (Section 3.1). Then we
introduce the da|ra system (Section 3.2). Finally, the experimental
setup is explained (Section 3.3).

3.1 German Academic Web
The German Academic Web (GAW) [11] is a collection of snapshots
of German academic institutions’ web sites. It is a domain-specific
longitudinal web archive and was created to preserve the websites
of German academic institutions. By the time of this writing, GAW
contains nineteen snapshots obtained by crawling on a biannual
basis since 2013 in addition to one snapshot from 2012. Each of these
snapshots occupies about 6-8 TB of storage and involves around
100 million breadth-first crawled web pages (text, PDF, and images)
stored as WARC files which in turn contain several WARC records.
Every crawl is performed using a recent version of the Heritrix3
web crawler initialised with a seed list of 150 domains associated
with all German academic institutions who have the right to award
doctorates. The characteristics of the crawling process change over
time, for example, a new domain could be added to the seed list if a
new university is created or one URL could be retired if it was found
to be out of scope (e.g., an e-learning system or a file repository)
[11]. These changes are ignored in this paper, because one of the
goals is to find which web pages are most likely to contain dataset
mentions.

The experiments are conducted on a collection of crawls that
consist of the mid-year crawls from 2016 to 2021. Earlier crawls
were omitted as da|ra was not fully online prior to 2016. From
these crawls, only web pages whose content is text and which were
available at the time of crawling are selected. This is achieved by
choosing WARC records with MIME type text/html and HTTP
status code 200.

3.2 da|ra
The availability of research data is a precondition to make the re-
search results reproducible. To help achieve this availability for
social sciences and economics data, GESIS4 (Leibniz Institute for
the Social Sciences) and ZBW5 (Leibniz Information Centre for Eco-
nomics) launched da|ra, in 2014, as a registration agency [9]. Beside
its registration and archiving services, da|ra offers the metadata of
its registered datasets for harvesting through the Open Archives

3https://github.com/internetarchive/heritrix3/wiki
4https://www.gesis.org/
5https://www.zbw.eu/

Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)6. It also
provides a DOI resolver service.

In this work we are interested in quantifying identifier mentions
of the da|ra registered datasets in the GAW archive. We use iden-
tifiers available in da|ra for its registered datasets as part of their
metadata. da|ra offers multiple identifiers in their metadata. We
can differentiate between two types of identifiers: mandatory and
optional. The mandatory identifiers are available for every dataset
at da|ra; while the optional ones are only available for some of them.
The mandatory identifiers are:

DOI: Digital object identifiers are unique, permanent and case-
insensitive strings of alphanumeric characters that are used
to identify digital resources (books, research data, etc.) [12].
There are 26,298 unique DOIs registered at da|ra (e.g. 10.
17886/RKI-History-0011) – one for each resource. Among
these DOIs, there are 17,723 DOIs that are associated with
datasets. The other DOIs are for different types of resources
such as text, image, service, software, etc. and are not consid-
ered for our analysis. DOIs can be resolved to their associated
URLs using a DOI resolver, for example, https://doi.org/.

URL: Every da|ra dataset has a URL associated with it. There
are 25,312 unique URLs at da|ra. Among them 17,084 are
dataset-associated URLs.While different versions of the same
dataset have different DOIs, they have the same URL. This is
why the number of URLs is lower than the number of DOIs,
despite the fact that they are both mandatory.

Titles: For every dataset there is at least one title. For some
of them there is more than one. These titles are mostly in
English and German but alternative titles in other languages
such Chinese, Arabic, etc. exist but they are very rare. Ti-
tles do not have to be unique and often contain additional
information, such as year of collection, acronyms, which
makes many of them rather unwieldy and hard to search
for (e.g., “German General Social Survey (ALLBUScompact) -
Cumulation 1980-2018”).

The optional identifiers are:

URN: Uniform Resource Name is a unique and permanent
identifier that uses the URN schema. Unlike DOI, URNs are
only resolvable through the assigning institutions web page
which make them useful for locally closed systems. da|ra
has 345 items with such an identifier (e.g., urn:nbn:de:0168-
ssoar-383499).

GESIS-specific identifiers: These identifiers come from the
GESIS Archive. There are 6,428 datasets with such identifiers
(e.g., ZA0790).

For the sake of this analysis, we focus on the da|ra resources
with type Dataset. Each of these datasets has a couple of identifiers.
Figure 1 shows a distribution of da|ra dataset identifiers. As we
can see, every dataset has one URL and one DOI but one or more
titles. About a third of the datasets are from GESIS and thus have its
identifier. Based on that, we choose to use URL and DOI identifiers,
since they are available and unique for every dataset.

6https://www.da-ra.de/oaip/
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Figure 1: Distribution of the different types of dataset identi-
fiers available in da|ra.

3.3 Experimental Setup
Da|ra provides us with two lists of URL and DOI identifiers for
its registered datasets. Our goal is to find web pages in GAW that
mention da|ra datasets using the two chosen identifiers. After a
preliminary analysis we performed some pre-processing to solve
some of the problems we had identified.

First, we found that the research data repository hosted on
madata.bib.uni-mannheim.de was archived in the GAW crawls.
Since the repository contains a subset of da|ra datasets, we would
trivially find all URLs from those da|ra datasets in that subset of
GAW. As the repository should have been excluded by the crawl
scope of GAW anyway, we exclude dataset URLs to that host from
the list of da|ra dataset identifiers.

Then, similar to the results in [1], we also found that some da|ra
dataset identifiers are not proper. It should be implicit that the URL
identifier of a dataset points to aweb resource containing the dataset
but that is not always the case. For example, the DOI 10.5684/soep.
v36-RV.RTBN2018 uses the landing page http://www.fdz-rv.de/ as
resource for the dataset and a set of 48 different DOIs with prefix
10.25654 point to the same landing page https://www.hamburg.de/
bsb/ifbq. Having such URLs and DOIs as dataset identifiers would
erroneously increase the number of matching pages and thus we
also excluded those URLs and DOIs from the list of da|ra dataset
identifiers.

Finally, the URLs, DOIs, and crawled web pages have to be con-
verted to lower case to prevent case sensitivity issues. The URLs also
need to be normalised by removing common prefixes (https://www.,
http://www., https://, http//) and suffixes (.html, .htm). Then a sim-
ple string search is applied using ArchiveSpark [5] over the full text
of the six selected web crawls for the two chosen identifiers. After
that the results are analysed on different dimensions to quantify
the unique identifiers, hosts, and pages to draw conclusion based
on that.

4 RESULTS
In Figure 2 we show the number of unique dataset URLs and DOIs
found in six GAW crawls. Over the years, we observe only a small
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Figure 2: Distribution of the different types of identifiers in
GAW over time.

number of unique URLs and that number fluctuates in the range
[1, 19], while the number of unique DOIs increases from 129 in
2016 to 293 in 2021. Although both numbers are small, it seems
more common for GAW web pages to use DOIs when referring to
datasets.

We also looked at the unique pages (Figure 3(a)) and unique
hosts (Figure 3(b)). By ‘hosts’ we mean the first part of the URL
up until the first slash excluding the http and www parts. Again,
the number of unique hosts and pages that mention DOIs is higher
compared to the ones that mention URLs. Both figures show an
upward trend for DOI usage. Dips in the graphs could be the result
of changes in the crawl scope or web pages retiring or moving their
service. An example for a web page retiring its service in 2016 is
the host dszbo-portal.uni-bielefeld.de. It is the “Datenservicezen-
trum Betriebs- und Organisationsdaten” (“Data Service Center for
Business and Organizational Data”).7 In 2017 the new host fdzbo-
portal.uni-bielefeld.de for “Forschungsdatenzentrum Betriebs- und
Organisationsdaten” (“Research Data Center for Business and Orga-
nizational Data (RDC-BO)”) comes into existence until it becomes
part of DIW Berlin in 20198 and leaves the scope of the crawl (see
also Table 1). Generally speaking, the number of hosts increases
over the years which means that datasets are getting more com-
mon because they are being mentioned by an increasing number
of different web sites.

Since the number of results for the URL identifier is (close to)
zero, we analyse the found DOIs in more depth. Additionally, as the
figures plot unique results and to show a different dimension of the
results, Table 1 shows the hosts with more than 50 matching pages.
Additionally, we added the number of unique DOIs mentioned in
the pages per host. With this information, we can further evaluate
if a host contains interesting information regarding our research
question. Furthermore, comparing the number of results in this table
to the number of unique pages in Figure 3(a) gives an indication of
the amount of duplicate pages for each year.

7https://web.archive.org/web/20160321191513/https://dszbo-portal.uni-bielefeld.de/
8https://www.diw.de/de/diw_01.c.670982.de/
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Figure 3: Distribution of the number of unique pages and
hosts containing dataset identifiers over time.

Table 1: Top hosts for DOI mentions over the years. The
colum pages shows the number of matching pages that come
from the associated host. The column uDOIs shows the
unique number of DOIs the host refers to.

year host pages uDOIs

2016
dszbo-portal.uni-bielefeld.de 2500 59

iqb.hu-berlin.de 180 23
uni-bielefeld.de 113 35

2017

fdzbo-portal.uni-bielefeld.de 1297 62
fb03.uni-frankfurt.de 348 77

goethe-university-frankfurt.de 174 77
iqb.hu-berlin.de 139 38
uni-bielefeld.de 114 36

2018

fdzbo-portal.uni-bielefeld.de 1125 63
fb03.uni-frankfurt.de 324 85

iqb.hu-berlin.de 163 45
goethe-university-frankfurt.de 162 85

uni-bielefeld.de 123 36

2019

iqb.hu-berlin.de 1667 52
fb03.uni-frankfurt.de 439 89

mzes.uni-mannheim.de 197 48
goethe-university-frankfurt.de 171 88

2020

iqb.hu-berlin.de 2755 56
fb03.uni-frankfurt.de 204 93

mzes.uni-mannheim.de 185 48
goethe-university-frankfurt.de 101 94

2021

iqb.hu-berlin.de 2770 18
fb03.uni-frankfurt.de 222 102

mzes.uni-mannheim.de 200 48
goethe-university-frankfurt.de 110 103

uni-bielefeld.de 64 25

From the table, we see that the host name iqb.hu-berlin.de, which
is associated with the Institute for Educational Quality Improve-
ment in Germany, is among the top hosts in all involved crawls.
This institute is involved in empirical educational research in Ger-
many and also hosts a research data repository, so it references
many of the social sciences datasets.

5 DISCUSSION
In this work we have searched for the social sciences and economi-
cal datasets registered at da|ra in GAW using two different identi-
fiers. We were somewhat surprised to find only so little on datasets
on German academic web pages, given that we know that people
use web resources to find information on datasets extensively [8].
Nevertheless, there are lessons to be learned.

The takeaway points from this work can be summarised as fol-
lows. First, using DOIs to search for datasets produces better results
than using URLs as identifiers. Second, there needs to be a curation
mechanism for the da|ra metadata to validate whether, for example,
URLs provided refer to those datasets and thus make the metadata
more reliable. Third, since we were able to find only a few dataset
mentions in GAW, we can say that either GAW is not including
such pages or, which is more likely, that it is just not common to
cite datasets on web pages. Future work should focus on finding a
way to find or track datasets over the years and categorise them ac-
cording to their importance. This suggests introducing a specialised
crawl and the results obtained here could be used for that task.
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ABSTRACT
In 2013, AlNoamany et al. of our research group (WS-DL, ODU)
studied the access patterns of humans and robots in the Internet
Archive (IA) using the Wayback Machine’s anonymized server
access logs from 2012. We extend this work by comparing these
previous results to an analysis of server access logs in 2019 from
the IA’s Wayback Machine and the Portuguese Web Archive (Ar-
quivo.pt). This comparison is based on robot vs. human requests,
session data (session length, session duration, and inter-request
time), user access patterns, and temporal analysis. We used a variety
of heuristics to classify sessions as a robot or human, including
browsing speed, loading images, requesting robots.txt, and User-
Agent strings. AlNoamany et al. determined that in the 2012 IA
access logs, humans were outnumbered by robots by 10:1 in terms
of sessions, 5:4 in terms of raw HTTP accesses, and 4:1 in terms of
megabytes transferred. The four web archive user access patterns
established in 2013 are single-page access, access to the same page
at multiple archive times, access to distinct web archive pages at
about the same archive time, and access to a list of archived pages
for a certain URL (TimeMaps). We are investigating whether similar

user access patterns still persist, whether any new patterns have
emerged, and how user access patterns have evolved over time.
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ABSTRACT
Wayback Machine has specialized video archiving pipelines, but it
has been lacking visibility into what was being archived. We built a
Video Archiving Insights dashboard, powered by rich metadata we
collect, to address this opacity. We learned some lessons and used
them as feedback loop to enhance our collections and operations.

1 INTRODUCTION
At the Internet Archive we archive various online media types to
serve via Wayback Machine. Video archiving from some sources
requires specialized workflows because they are often served as
streams on non-deterministic URIs instead of static files. For ex-
ample, a set of typical YouTube URIs would be curated based on
certain criteria to identify potential videos that should be archived
or excluded. Candidate video page URIs for archiving are placed
in a queue to be consumed by a separate process. We maintain a
persistent database of videos we have already archived, which is
used both for status tracking as well as a seen-check system to
avoid duplicate downloads of large media files that usually do not
change. We then use youtube-dl1 (or one of its forks) to download
videos and their metadata. We archive the container HTML page,
associated video metadata, any transcriptions, thumbnails, and at
least one of the many video files with different resolutions and
formats. These pieces are stored in separate WARC records (some
with response type and others as metadata).

Like any large archival collection, our video archiving also turned
into a large pile of ever-growing data. We felt the need of visibility
into what we are collecting with the goal of knowing how can
we do a better job of archiving more quality videos and utilizing
our finite resources more strategically. Hence, we built a Video
Archiving Insights dashboard, which is the focus of this document.

2 IMPLEMENTATION
We create a daily summary of metadata of videos that we have
archived.We developed a Video Archiving Insights dashboard using
the Streamlit library2 in which we load daily metadata summary
to identify any issues or biases. We inspect this insights dashboard
regularly for quality assurance and to enhance our curation criteria
to better utilize our resources. For example, we learned that less
than 20% videos take up more than 80% of the total daily duration,
which led us to realize that we might be archiving day-long streams,
as a result we added some exclusion rules in our archiving process.

We first select a day using a calendar date picker, which loads
necessary data to render insights for the selected day as shown

1https://github.com/ytdl-org/youtube-dl
2https://streamlit.io/

in Figure 1(a). The dashboard reports highlights of the day, such
as the number of videos, their total duration, number of unique
channels, and the duration of the longest video for the day. It also
reports the delta of these statistics with respect to the day before.
We then show a word-cloud of the top-𝑘 (adjustable using a slider)
tags, which gives a a sense of what was trending that day. For
example, on February 24, 2022, we see Russia, News, Ukraine, Putin,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, COVID-19, etc. in the top tags of videos
archived that day.

The dashboard then renders a word-cloud using sumgrams3
based on the titles of videos as shown in Figure 1(b). We have
sliders to select both the number of top sumgrams to render as well
as the minimum length of sumgrams. Then it shows some language-
specific statistics, which may show some changes in trends when
a specific country is in news. It is worth noting that the language
information is not available in YouTube’s metadata API, so we use
language detectors to fill the gap and enhance our metadata. We
first try to detect the language of the title, but if it results in English
or a failure then we attempt to detect the language of the title and
the description combined.

Next, it renders cumulative sorted duration and a sample of top-
𝑘 longest videos as shown in Figure 1(c). This helps us identify
less important, but long videos that we could have excluded in
favor of many short or medium length videos to optimize resource
utilization.

It then reports per-category statistics to learn about howmuch of
our resources are consumed by different video categories as shown
in Figure 1(d). For example, we may want to prioritize videos from
the education and news & politics categories over gaming.

It also reports statistics on channels and some other miscella-
neous aspects that we look at to minimize biases. We keep adding
more reporting capabilities to the system as the needs emerge.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We built a Video Archiving Insights tool to bring more visibility into
our video archiving operations and collections. We learned some
data-driven lessons from the system and incorporated necessary
changes to improve our crawl operations.

It is an evolving system, but we think it has got adequate report-
ing capabilities already that we can plan to open-source it soon. It
requires specific metadata as input for reporting, which may not be
collected by other web archives, in which case it will have limited
utility for other archivists. However, we still think it will allow
people to customize the system according to their needs and data
availability.

3https://github.com/oduwsdl/sumgram
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Figure 1: Video Archiving Insights Portal
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ABSTRACT
We discovered that some replayed web pages cause recurrent re-
quests that lead to unnecessary traffic for the web archive. We
looked at the network traffic on numerous archived web pages and
found, for example, an archived page that made 945 requests per
minute on average. These requests are not visible to the user, so if a
user leaves such an archived page running in the background, they
would be unaware that their browser would continue to generate
traffic to the web archive. We found that web pages that require reg-
ular updates (for example, radio, sports, etc.) and contain an image
carousel, widget, etc., are more likely to make recurrent requests.
If the resources requested by the web page are not archived, some
web archives may patch the archive by requesting the resources
from the live web. If the requested resources are not available on
the live web, the resources cannot be archived, and the responses
remain HTTP 404. Some archive pages would continue to poll the
server as frequently as they did on the live web, while some pages
would poll the server even more frequently, if their requests are
404, creating a high amount of unnecessary traffic. On a large scale,
web pages like these could potentially cause security issues such
as denial of service attacks. Significant computational, network,
and storage resources are required for web archives to archive and
then successfully replay pages as they were on the live web, and
these resources should not be spent on unnecessary HTTP traffic.
Our proposed solution is to optimize archival replay using HTTP
Cache-Control response headers. We implemented a simplified sce-
nario where we cache HTTP 404 responses to avoid these recurring
requests.
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ABSTRACT
LAMP web server setups have been a popular choice for the past 15
- 20 years. Especially, web sites with scientific content (e.g., project
web sites, database front-ends) have still active users while their
technical back-end reaches end of life. A migration of the content
to contemporary systems is difficult, both due to the custom code
base and the lack of resources. A crawler-based preservation is
usually not able to capture the functionality of the service. This
article proposes the use of emulation for preservation and long-
term access to these sites. We present a scalable technical solution
as well a case study of preserving 234 LAMP-based web sites in a
highly automated way.
ACM Reference Format:
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1 INTRODUCTION
A typical web-site setup of the past 15 - 20 years was a LAMP setup -
a Linux-based Apache web server with a MySQL database and PHP
back-end for server-side scripting. This setup was in particular pop-
ular for scientific project web sites, which have been later replaced
with WordPress and similar content management system (CMS)
platforms. University’s computing centers offered such a managed
setup as a service for professorships, scientific projects, and the
like. These services entailed a centrally managed LAMP stack, with
the ability for tenants to upload and manage their content via FTP
or SSH. Tenants were able to implement server-side scripts and
utilize the database as needed. This lead to customweb applications,
highly version specific implementations (e.g., PHP 5), which had to
be migrated by each tenant if a LAMP stack reached end of life and
had to be upgraded to an up-to-date version. This model turned
out to be problematic, especially when LAMP services were about
to be retired. In many cases, there are still outside users of the site
and in some cases there is a pledge given to the project’s funder
to keep project result available for at least 10 years. Migration to
new platforms also turned out to be difficult, due to the custom
code but also in many cases the original tenants of a web site were
not available anymore to perform the code migration (e.g., project
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team has been dissolved after the project ended or they simply lack
the resources). Furthermore, many of these web sites cannot be
fully preserved by solely relying on client-side technologies like
crawlers. In particular, their dynamic, reactive character will be lost
by generating static snapshots (e.g. most of these sites were some
kind of database front-end).

Emulation as a preservation tool [7] is capable of keeping soft-
ware accessible, especially preserving the software’s interactive
character. We apply the concept of emulation to networked soft-
ware, in this case web servers to provide long-term access to com-
plex web sites. In most cases of institutional LAMP services, there
was a uniform server back-end. The tenant’s data is available as
a file system snapshot. We have done a case study to investigate
and formalize preservation for such complex web sites in order to
implement seamless transitions from a production state to a pre-
served but (on-demand) accessible state. In this case study, we have
preserved 234 web sites and during this process we have developed
a workflow to automate this process.

We further have investigated and implemented methods for
secure and functional long-term access to old, unmaintained, and,
thus, insecure machines. We show different ways of end-user access,
both using the user’s contemporary browser as well as using an
emulated historic browser, which can provide an enriched user
experience by serving archived pages from public web archives for
any potential external links in archived web platforms.

2 EMULATING NETWORKS
Until now, emulation has been mostly associated with instances of
singular machines, e.g., running an old Linux server and providing
interactive access to this machine. For accessing web sites however,
interactive access to the server is not ideal. Instead, access through
a web browser (emulated or contemporary) or similar dedicated
networked clients is necessary.

In order to support networked scenarios, we need to broaden
the scope of emulation by incorporating network components and
network services to cover an era beginning at the 2000s when the
Internet started to become the predominant publicationmedium. By
emulating network components, we are able to decouple preserved
networks both from the host system (for security reasons) and,
conceptually, from the technical life-cycle.

As the base layer for emulated networks, we have identified
Ethernet, which can serve as a universal common denominator for
many different network types.

To implement an emulated network environment, we spawn
a new virtual Ethernet network consisting of a central software-
based Ethernet switch [2], which allows to connect a number of
emulated machines. To exchange network traffic between emu-
lated machines, these need to get "wired", i.e., connected to the
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central Ethernet switch. The "cables" between software-based Eth-
ernet devices, i.e., an Ethernet network adapter and switch, are
implemented as HTTP-based WebSocket connections [3], option-
ally using TLS [6] for encryption. Using HTTP as transport layer
not only allows for (secure) transport of encapsulated Ethernet
frames over the public Internet but also ensures a strict separation
of virtual network traffic from other network traffic on the host
machine, i.e., the host machine does not need to implement cus-
tom firewall or network routing rules. To eliminate any danger
from archived environments attacking the host system or using the
host system’s network resources to attack third-party entities on
the Internet (or the host system’s private network environment),
the emulated machines run within a Linux container[4] without
network capabilities[1]. The emulated guest’s Ethernet frames are
passed through a UNIX domain socket to the host system to be
forwarded through aWebSocket connection. This setup also shields
the archived (unmaintained and insecure) environments from ran-
dom attacks from the public Internet as they are not visible in the
public network.

Due to using HTTP-based connections between emulated ma-
chines and emulated network infrastructure, emulated machines
can be deployed independently, e.g., on different host machines
and can be (re-)connected to a network as needed. This infrastruc-
ture also allows to interconnect different, independent network
instances, e.g., to orchestrate a larger network of emulated web
servers. Lastly, this network setup allows (multiple) ad-hoc client
connections, e.g., to start a dedicated emulated client computer to
interact with servers within the network (see Section 2.2.3).

2.1 Network Services
A crucial building block for an emulated network are network ser-
vices, services which provide infrastructure normally present in
a network. The most important service is DNS name resolution
paired with a DHCP IP-address management service, both crucial
for automation and orchestration. Since the network is isolated from
the live Internet or intranet, machines with any manually assigned
IP addresses are supported, allowing unmodified machines to be
added to a network while retaining their configured IP addresses. In
practice and especially in multi-machine setups, machines typically
use (fully qualified) domain names (FQDNs) to identify and address
networked machines or services. For this, the internal DNS/DHCP
service maintains IP address and FQDN mappings and manages
their assignment on startup. Relations between machine instances
and assigned domain names are maintained as network meta-data.
Again, as the emulated network is isolated from the live Internet,
machines can keep their original FQDN inside the emulated net-
work, while it might already have been deleted or re-used on the
live Internet. This is important as FQDNs can often be hard-coded
in server-side web applications or even as (absolute) URLs in static
web pages.

A further option is to connect the emulated network to the
archived Internet, which is implemented through a pywb1 service.
This allows to serve archived web sites from external web archives,
e.g., the Internet Archive – using a user-defined archival date –
or to serve locally provided WARC files. If the service is activated

1https://github.com/webrecorder/pywb

within the network, it acts a transparent proxy routing all HTTP
traffic through the pywb service, without having to reconfigure the
individual archived machines.

Additionally, it is necessary to forward traffic from external
sources (e.g., machines or services connected via the public Internet
or intranet) to an emulated network. External machines which are
not part of the emulated network are using the TCP/IP protocol suite
directly to communicate with other machines or services. Hence,
to support connections from the Internet to an machine or service
in an emulated network, a gateway is necessary to translate the
network traffic between the external network and the WebSocket-
encapsulated emulated network. Depending on where and how the
gateway is deployed, different access scenarios can be realized. The
first option is to connect an application, e.g., the user’s browser
with a server inside the emulated network. For this, the user down-
loads a local instance of the gateway software (eaas-proxy, currently
available for Windows, macOS, and GNU/Linux)2 and initiates a
session in the EaaS web interface via their web browser. A typical
session will open a local (localhost) TCP server socket, connect
via WebSocket (over HTTPS) to an emulated network and forward
local traffic to a service inside the emulated network environment,
e.g., TCP port 80 of a web server. All configuration parameters, e.g.,
(WebSocket) URL of the emulated network, target machine, desti-
nation port, are part of the initiation link passed by the EaaS web
interface via the user’s web browser. Alternatively to forwarding a
single TCP port, eaas-proxy can be configured to act as a SOCKS5
proxy server, allowing local applications with SOCKS5 support to
reach any host/port in the emulated network.

Figure 1: A simple emulated network consisting of a web
server instance and an internal DNS/DHCP service, both con-
nected to a central Ethernet switch. Additionally, an eaas-
proxy is running as a gateway, securely connecting a native
client application (e.g., a contemporary web browser) to the
emulated network. The native client does not have to be
changed.

Instead of installing the gateway on the user’s machine, the
gateway can be deployed as a public/shared network service, e.g.,
acting as a web server substitute accessible on the archived web
server’s original domain. The eaas-proxy gateway relays traffic
2https://gitlab.com/emulation-as-a-service/eaas-proxy

https://github.com/webrecorder/pywb
https://gitlab.com/emulation-as-a-service/eaas-proxy
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from the public Internet into the emulated network. Figure 1 shows
a setup allowing a contemporary browser to connect to an emulated
web server via the eaas-proxy gateway.

Since eaas-proxy is implemented as a JavaScript/WebAssembly-
based Node.js application, it could also be run directly in the user’s
web browser. Using W3C’s Service Workers specification, any
HTTP request of the browser to the archived web server could
here be intercepted, serialized to Ethernet frames on the client, and
sent via a WebSocket connection directly to the emulated network
environment, eliminating any processing of the unencapsulated
network traffic on the (EaaS) server and further increasing security.

2.2 User Access
When preserving web servers, offering simple, ideally seamless
access to a wide range of users is the main goal. The main reason to
utilize emulation is to preserve the server’s interactive character and
its full functionality. While the technical challenges of connecting
to an emulated network have been discussed in Section 2.1, this
section focuses on organizational and administrative questions of
providing user access.

2.2.1 Security Considerations. As machines are archived in their
original state, several questions regarding security occur. Operat-
ing systems and other software within the archived machines have
known or yet unknown security issues. In a preservation scenario,
updates are usually no longer available since the software reached
its end of life. But most likely, there also is no intent to update
archived machines in any case as each update is a instance-specific
and labor-intensive manual process, which does not scale with a
large number of archived machines. Additionally, upgrading soft-
ware to a more recent, vendor-supported version might change the
service’s behavior. In many cases, an erroneous behavior might be
obvious, e.g., a completely non-functional web site after a major
PHP version update, but it could be more subtle, e.g., a broken
search function on a sub-page. In any case, detecting changed be-
havior is very hard to accomplish in a generic way and would be in
direct contrast to the stated objective of archiving the web server
with its original behavior.

As a consequence, security issues in archived machines have to
be accepted and have to be maintained when a machine is reac-
tivated using emulation. For a general risk assessment, different
layers have to be considered:

(1) Isolation of the archived machine and protection of the hosting
infrastructure – In order to protect the hosting infrastructure,
the machine needs to be isolated, such that a compromised
machine cannot take over the hosting machine or is able
to abuse or access any of its resources. Within EaaS, this is
realized by running the machine inside an emulator or using
hardware virtualization. Since not all emulators are actively
audited for security issues, the emulator itself is executed
inside a restricted Linux container, in particular without ac-
cess to the host’s resources like other running processes, file
system, and network. Emulation and virtualization software
but more importantly the host’s Linux kernel and container
runtime infrastructure are actively maintained software and
should be up-to-date, such that the security risk for the host
infrastructure running the archived, vulnerable machines is

comparable to running any contemporary Internet facing
software.

(2) Malicious user attacks – Any user accessing the archived web
server might be able to exploit known issues of the site’s
back-end software. The most obvious attack is vandalism,
i.e., changing contents of a web page or modifying the web
server as a whole. This problem can be mitigated by running
an emulated instance in a non-persistent mode by default.
In EaaS, all data the emulated machine (and the emulator)
is able to access, e.g., disk images, is served via HTTP GET
requests and thus read-only by definition. All data written
is temporary and destroyed when a session ends unless ex-
plicitly saved as a new disk image layer. If the session model
(cf. Section 2.2.3) allows multiple users sharing a single ses-
sion, the vandalism problem can only be mitigated, e.g., by
resetting the session in regular intervals.
Furthermore, a malicious user could exploit an emulated
machine to launch attacks against other users sharing the
same session. If the server is accessed through an emulated
remote browser, the main risk for an attacked user is a nega-
tive user experience, e.g., if the browser crashes, similarly to
the vandalism problem. However, social engineering attacks
could be possible, too, e.g., asking another user in a shared
session to input personal data by making the emulated web
server serve a manipulated web page. If the server is ac-
cessed through the user’s browser, the risk is comparable to
the general risk of browsing the Internet. The user should
use an up-to-date browser and use common security prac-
tice when downloading content from untrusted sources or
sharing sensitive (personal) data with the service.

(3) Exposure of sensitive user data – Another problem occurs if
visitors, in presence of security bugs, can essentially access
any part of the web server and web site, including admin-
istration interfaces and, in particular, content which was
originally not meant to be public for privacy or security
reasons, e.g., usernames, email addresses, or birthdays, but
also TLS certificates and keys, password hashes, or SSH keys
of users of the in-production service. Machines with sensi-
tive content require a rigorous curatorial review and need
to be redacted, if necessary, following common practices.
Alternatively, access to these machines can be restricted to
a dedicated and trusted user-group and through dedicated
(emulated) remote clients, which do only have limited capa-
bilities and (hacking-)tools available.

Even though emulated machines, e.g., web servers, are accessible,
these are never exposed directly to the Internet and therefore have
a reduced attack surface. Traffic can be proxied and, e.g., HTTPS
connections are managed and terminated by the proxy, such that
security problems in the TCP/IP and TLS stacks are mitigated (e.g.,
CVE-2014-0160 a.k.a. Heartbleed). Since the emulated machines do
not appear in the public IPv4/6 address space but only in emulated
network environments, they do not appear in automated scans of
the public Internet.

All these measures help to significantly decrease risks of running
machines with known security issues and simultaneously allow
less restrictive (public) access models.
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2.2.2 Maintaining built-in security measures. A different kind of
security problem are security measures deployed inside an archived
machine with the goal to protect its content or identity. For instance,
an archived web server might only provide access to its content via
HTTPS (HTTP over TLS). The archived TLS certificates might only
be valid for the wrong domain name, already have expired, or lack
a valid certificate chain to a root CA certificate trusted by today’s
systems. The archived server might also only support deprecated
and outdated SSL/TLS versions which are no longer supported by
today’s systems.

Generally, solving the problem is possible by adding a (reverse)
proxy in front of the emulated server, which simply accepts any cer-
tificate presented by the server. This does not compromise security
because, as described in Section 2.1, access to the emulated server
running in an emulated network environment is already secured on
a lower layer. Accessing a TLS server with an outdated TLS version
is more difficult, however, as contemporary software libraries (e.g.,
OpenSSL) might have dropped support for these versions. Older
library versions still supporting the outdated TLS versions cannot
simply continue to be used as the reverse proxy is running on the
host system and thus has to be up-to-date to not compromise the
host system.

2.2.3 Session Setup & Management. The most important consid-
eration for user access is the session setup. Based on the afore-
mentioned technical infrastructure and security considerations,
different setups are possible:

(1) Contemporary browser access – In this case, the user accesses
the web site with their contemporary browser. This is usually
themost convenient option since there is typically no notable
difference to browsing any other web site. In addition, all
URLs (at any depth) can be shared or bookmarked. This
approach, however, is usually only available for a (short)
transition period, as long as there are no significant security
concerns and as long as the contemporary browser renders
the pages (e.g., there is no need for deprecated plugins like
Java, Adobe Flash, etc.).

(2) Remote browser – In order to render old web pages with
browsers of their time, a lightweight remote browser, origi-
nally developed and made available by the Old Web Today
project 3, is a good compromise. Remote browsers are usu-
ally older versions of popular browsers – and due to known
security issues not recommended to be used on a desktop
computer – running in a concealed and secure environment
and offer features a contemporary browser does not support
anymore (e.g., Flash support). The variety of the lightweight
remote browsers, however, is currently limited to browsers
and plugins that have been released for Linux-based operat-
ing systems. For native Microsoft Windows browsers (pre-
dominately Internet Explorer 6-8) and especially Windows-
specific plugins like ActiveX, a fully installedWindows client
machine is necessary (see next option).

(3) Emulated machine client – While option 1. and 2. are light-
weight (with regards to resource consumption) and offer a

3https://oldweb.today

good user experience, these options are limited, both regard-
ing their availability and coverage of potential use-cases. A
long-term available and fully back-end compatible option is
a full client installation as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The Firefox browser running in a emulatedmachine
inside the emulated network, accessing the emulated web
server using its original domain name.

With remote browser access or emulated machine clients, further
options become possible, e.g., integratingweb archives (using pywb)
and thus creating the illusion of consistently browsing the web of
that time. External links from preserved web servers will be relayed
either to a pre-configured web-archive (e.g., Internet Archive) with
a pre-configured date or, alternatively, WARCs preserved together
with the server artifact.

Regardless of which option is chosen, the emulated web sites are
accessible through or as a (public) web page, potentially available
under the service’s old URL or domain.

The second consideration for user access concerns the session
management. Currently, three options are possible:

(1) Static setup – With this session setup, a network is setup to
run permanently. It also offers the best user experience as the
site is immediately available and interaction between users
is possible. Ideally, this setup is chosen for an initial sunset
phase of a web site when there is still significant traffic and
the general security risks are considered as low (cf. malicious
user attacks and sensitive data exposure).

(2) On-demand setup with shared sessions – For web sites with
low demand, on-demand access is a cost efficient and more
secure option. If a user tries to load the page and no active
network for the requested instance is running, the proxy
shows the user a waiting message and simultaneously initi-
ates a new emulated network session. The startup time may
vary, usually 1-2 minutes, in some cases it can take up to a
few minutes. Once a session is running, subsequent users
do not experience a waiting time. If there is no active user
within a configured grace period, the network is shut down.

(3) On-demand setup with individual sessions – For security-
critical instances or instances with a restricted user group,
for every user a new (private) network instance is created
and kept alive as long as it is in use.

https://oldweb.today
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3 CASE STUDY PRESERVINGWEB SITES
For this use-case, we chose the university’s computing centers
production web server setup. A total of 10 web servers are in use,
currently hosting 297 web sites. The servers run an up-to-date open-
SUSE system, the Apache HTTP Server is used as web server and is
configured so that for each user account an individual configuration
is used. One of the servers is still running an older version of open-
SUSE to remain compatible with PHP 5 for older, unmaintained
web sites. The user’s configuration and web site data are mounted
via NFS from a storage server containing the configuration and
content data. Most of the web sites are written in PHP.

For this case study, we have rebuilt the base system as a Docker
image by manually installing the relevant Apache packages and
dependencies. In order to support both PHP 5 and PHP 7, two
independent images have been created. Alternatively, the server’s
original file system could have been extracted or imaged but this
would have resulted in a much larger disk image. The resulting
Docker image of the PHP 5 version has a size of 188MB as gzipped
and 437MB as uncompressed tar archive. The PHP 7 version has a
size of 317MB compressed and 830MB uncompressed. By using the
Docker build, the creation of the base file system is now documented
through a Dockerfile, can be rebuilt in a reproducible way (with a
preserved version of the openSUSE package repository) and can be
further adapted if needed.

For automated extraction and packaging of web site data as
well as quality assurance, we have developed a Python application
that provides a REST API, such that the preservation task can
be operated from a web front-end, e.g., by the respective owners
of a web site. The archiving application operates on a list of all
configured web hosts, which contains the FQDN of each web host,
the tenant’s username as well as the local user ID (UID), necessary
to recreate the file system of the web host. It produces a tar archive
containing the web host’s data including the Apache configuration,
content web, and the owner’s home directories. In a final step,
the base file system containing the web server and the individual
user data are brought together. This is currently implemented by
using Docker (container) techniques due to the effective handling
of containers for long-term preservation using emulation [5].

3.1 Results & Future Work
In order to analyze the result, in particular to verify that the pre-
served version is complete and functional, we have created a sitemap
of the live version using a web crawler. We can then verify that
each page (i.e., URL from the respective host – external URLs are
ignored) available within the live site is also reachable within the
archived version. Since the preserved version is deployed in an
(emulated) network with its own DNS, the web host is using its
original FQDN. The URLs from the previously generated sitemap
are then retrieved within the redeployed instance and the HTTP
status codes are compared for each entry.

Out of the 297 listed web hosts, 234 web hosts could be extracted,
preserved and further evaluated. Some web sites had no content,
i.e., their data directory was empty, some web sites only provided a
redirect page to external resources. A further problem were web
sites with a mandatory user-login, e.g., HTTP Basic Authentication
or similar. Although we could successfully archive these web sites,

a verification was not possible. We have excluded these sites from
our results.

Of the evaluated sites, only ten sites behaved differently within
the emulated network. For two of these sites we could verify that
the web site’s content was changed on the live system during the
scans. One site produced four HTTP 500 errors in the archived
version. While the live system returned an HTTP 200 status code,
the archived system returned the same page with identical content
but an HTTP 500 error code. This behavior could indicate missing
plugins in the archiving container image. Four more web sites
returned an HTTP 403 error within the emulated network because
some pages were only accessible from certain IP ranges. One web
host returned an HTTP 200 code for only 3 out of 462 pages, the rest
were returned with an HTTP 500 error, which indicated missing
PHP 7 packages or other software. The last two web sites showed
significant differences in the HTTP 200 and HTTP 400 status codes
but generated no HTTP 500 error codes. The root cause for this
mismatch could not be found yet and requires further investigation.

The technology and the case study presented in this article show
that preservation of complex web sites (e.g., based on a typical
LAMP stack) can be achieved for long-term access through emu-
lation in a highly automated way. We also laid out a concept for
an economical preservation model, i.e., starting the server compo-
nents only on-demand, as well as with manageable security risks.
While the presented results are encouraging, more work needs to
be done. Our current verification method focused on general avail-
ability of pages for now. For further analysis, web site’s content
could be verified as well as an in-depth functionality check could
be conducted, e.g., by using a screen scrapping tool like Beatiful
Soup. Furthermore, the preserved version of a site is using the same
database back-end as the original site. In order to obtain a complete
archive, the database has to be exported and redeployed in the em-
ulated network such that the archived web site is able to access the
archived database. While user credentials and database configura-
tion can be found in the user’s data, there are still challenges, both
technical and legal, to use this information to archive the database
content in a fully automated way. Finally, for a production service
offering preserved web sites, the landing page infrastructure needs
to be built. A generic service web page for each archived web host
(possibly on its original FQDN) needs to be setup. Depending on
the chosen service model, it will initiate the start of an emulated
network or connect to a running instance. This is currently ongoing
work, especially, setting up this infrastructure in an automated way.
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ABSTRACT
We want to make web archiving entertaining so that it can be en-
joyed like a spectator sport. Currently we are working on applying
gaming concepts to the web archiving process and on integrating
video games with web archiving. We are creating web archiving
live streams and gaming focused live streams that can be uploaded
to video game live streaming platforms like Twitch, Facebook Gam-
ing, and YouTube. Livestreaming the crawling and replay of web
archives removes some of the mystery and makes it transparent to
third parties. The gaming focused live streams will have gameplay
that is influenced by the web archiving and replay performance
from the web archiving live stream. So far, we applied the gaming
concept of speed runs to web archiving and integrated a few video
games with an automated web archiving live stream. We recorded
a demo that starts with a web archiving speedrun where we gave a
set of seed URIs to Brozzler and Browswertrix Crawler to see which
crawler would finish archiving the set first. Then we used Selenium
to apply the crawler performance results (speed) to character traits
in the Gun Mayhem 2 More Mayhem video game. A viewer could
then watch the in-game characters battle for top crawler.

KEYWORDS
web archiving, gaming, live streaming

Figure 1: The current process for running our web archiving
live stream and gaming live stream

1 INTRODUCTION
We have been working on a proof of concept that involves the inte-
gration of gaming concepts, game platforms, live stream platforms,
and web archiving. We have created automated web archiving live
streams where gaming concepts were applied to the web archiving
process to make the live stream more entertaining. We have also

created gaming focused live streams where the selections made in
the game were influenced by the web archiving performance from
the web archiving live stream.

2 INTEGRATINGWEB ARCHIVING, GAMING,
AND LIVE STREAMING

Figure 1 shows the current process that we are using for the web
archiving live streams and the gaming live streams. Our web archiv-
ing live stream is a competition between crawlers to see which
crawler performs the best when archiving a set of seed URIs. The
first step for the web archiving live stream is to use Selenium to
setup the browsers that will be used during the live stream. The
automated browsers are used to provide context information about
each crawler (name) and the current progress for each crawler (cur-
rent URL being archived and the number of webpages archived so
far). The next step is to get a set of seed URIs that will be used for
the competition and then let each crawler start archiving the URIs.
After the web archiving competition is finished, a game configura-
tion file will be created based on how well the crawlers performed
during the web archiving live stream. If a crawler had good per-
formance during the web archiving live stream, then the in-game
character associated with the crawler will have better items, perks,
and other traits. If a crawler performs poorly, then their in-game
character will have the worst character traits.

Our gaming live stream (Figure 1) shows an automated gaming
session that is influenced by the results of a web archiving live
stream. The first step for the gaming live stream is to use an app
automation tool like Selenium (for browser games) or Appium (for
locally installed PC games) to select the settings for the in-game
characters. After the settings are selected by the app automation
tool, the match is started and the viewers of the live stream can
watch the match between the crawlers’ in-game characters.

3 CONCLUSION
The proof of concept that we have been working on is a new way
to integrate gaming, web archiving, and live streaming. We have
created automated live streams where the performance of a web
crawler was used to influence the selections that were made inside
of a video game.
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ABSTRACT
Academic research faculty change their institutional association
over their careers. This association may be documented on the web
through the web sites of the faculty member’s institutional depart-
ment. The effects of disassociation are detrimental to historically
black colleges and universities (HBCUs), but the degree of “brain
drain” is difficult to evaluate without first obtaining evidence of
these faculty member’s movement over time. This work describes
a preliminary effort to utilize web archives to identify faculty that
resided at HBCUs in the past in an attempt to further examine the
effects of brain drain. We utilize a Memento aggregator along with a
manual data selection procedure to first identify the target URI-Ms.
We then perform a recursive procedure to supplement TimeMaps
with a more comprehensive picture of HBCU department web pages
over time. This association and quasi-canonicalization procedure is
a first step in identifying the effects of brain draft by utilizing the
past Web.

KEYWORDS
web archives, memento, hbcu, canonicalization

1 MOTIVATION
College and universities have historically had a web presence. Their
sites are typically structured by college, department, or other sub-
units to ensure relevant information about the respective unit is ef-
fectively represented. The sub-units’ sites often list those employed
by the unit, for example, faculty, staff, and research assistants. The
faculty employed by the unit changes in time. Thus, identifying
how faculty have transitioned between sub-units or among higher
education units is possible by consulting historical representations
of the sub-units’ sites.

The degree to which up-to-date and representative information
is present on academic web sites may be relative to a variety of
factors including the units’ size, staffing, resources, etc. This, too,
has changed in time as colleges and universities have recognized
the importance of having an online presence.

Our focus is on faculty representation online at historically black
colleges and universities (HBCUs). We leveraged the units’ live web
presence as a basis to identify the degree to which the units’ online
presence have been preserved. We anticipate being able to sup-
plement the captures (e.g., URI-Ms for Howard University’s Phar-
macology Department1) with previously associated yet currently
disassociated archival identifiers (e.g., URI-Ms for the department’s
URI-R in the past2). Our ultimate goal is to more thoroughly iden-
tify faculty at these HBCUs and how they have moved between the
1Currently at 𝑅1 : https://medicine.howard.edu/graduate-programs/pharmacology
2Previously residing at 𝑅2 : http://med.howard.edu/pharmacology

Figure 1: While an HBCU’s homepage spans a time range,
a department at the HBCU that exists on the live web (𝑅1)
might have existed elsewhere in the past (𝑅2).

aforementioned units and sub-units. This work serves as the initial
data collection phase toward this goal of identifying “brain drain”
from HBCUs.

2 METHODOLOGY
Our initial objective was to build a web archive collection for anal-
ysis. Our base data set consisted of 35 URI-Rs identifying the home-
pages of the HBCUs. For archival queries, we utilized a local in-
stance of the open source MemGator Memento aggregator3 soft-
ware with the default archival configuration.

We initially requested 35 TimeMaps for these URI-Rs (H ) from
the aggregator. Next, we manually collected URI-Rs for each sub-
unit at each HBCU based on the live web ({𝐷 𝑓 }). We again queried
the aggregator for TimeMaps for each 𝐷𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 𝑓 , which varied
in quantity among the HBCUs. For example, Howard listed 51
sub-units on the live Web with varying scopes (e.g., colleges, de-
partments, majors). Using the 35 TimeMaps in H, we downloaded
the resource response of the oldest memento (𝑀0). We manually
identified the historical departmental URI-Rs in each oldest me-
mento for each 𝐻ℎ𝑀0 where 𝐻ℎ ∈ H. Following this, we identified
the differences between the set of departments per each memento
(𝐷0 ∈ 𝐻ℎ𝑀0) and the list of departments represented on the live
web, where 𝐷 𝑓 need not be equivalent in magnitude to 𝐻ℎ𝑀𝑓 for
TimeMaps like 𝑅1.

In upcoming work, we will programmatically map historical
department URI-Rs to contemporary URI-Rs, noting patterns of
deviation. Those that have concrete associations can have their
URI-Ms for each URI-R variation in the same TimeMap (Figure 1).
This association of a department over time is akin to canonicaliza-
tion and will surface additional nuances in the relative structures
encompassed within a TimeMap. We will then execute a recursive
procedure to acquire the list of faculty at each department over
time using approaches that leverage named entity recognition.
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ABSTRACT
Large web archival collections are often opaque about their hold-
ings. We created an open-source tool called, CDX Summary, to
generate statistical reports based on URIs, hosts, TLDs, paths, query
parameters, status codes, media types, date and time, etc. present
in the CDX index of a collection of WARC files. Our tool also sur-
faces a configurable number of potentially good random memento
samples from the collection for visual inspection, quality assurance,
representative thumbnails generation, etc. The tool generates both
human and machine readable reports with varying levels of de-
tails for different use cases. Furthermore, we implemented a Web
Component that can render generated JSON summaries in HTML
documents. Early exploration of insights on Wayback Machine col-
lections uncovered numerous issues in some of our crawl operations
that we improved as a result.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Items1 in the Internet Archive’s Petabox2 collections of various
media types like image, video, audio, book, etc. often have rich
metadata, representative thumbnails, meaningful titles, and interac-
tive hero elements. However, web collections, primarily containing
an arbitrary number of WARC files [3, 19] and their corresponding
CDX files [18], often look opaque with tombstone thumbnails for
items, template-based similar looking titles, and limited metadata
as shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).

Opacity of web archival collections is not an Internet Archive-
specific problem [20]. Since the emergence of memento protocol [23,
26, 27], there have been numerous efforts to explore web archival
holdings, both for efficient memento routing [1, 4, 9–16, 21, 25] by
memento aggregators [2, 8] as well as for collection understanding
and scholarly access [17, 24].

To address this issue we created an open-source Command Line
Interface (CLI) tool3 called CDX Summary to process sorted CDX
files and generate statistical reports [5]. These summary reports
give insights on various dimensions of CDX records/captures, such
as, total number of mementos, number of unique original resources,
distribution of various media types and their HTTP status codes,
path and query segment counts, temporal spread, and capture fre-
quencies of top TLDs, hosts, and URIs. We also implemented a

1https://archive.org/services/docs/api/items.html
2https://archive.org/web/petabox.php
3https://github.com/internetarchive/cdx-summary/

uniform sampling algorithm to select a given number of random
memento URIs (i.e., URI-Ms) with 200 OK HTML responses that
can be utilized for quality assurance purposes or as a representative
sample for the collection of WARC files. Our tool can generate both
comprehensive and brief reports in JSON format as well as human
readable textual representation. We ran our tool on a selected set
of public web collections in Petabox, stored resulting JSON files in
their corresponding collections, and made them accessible publicly
(with the hope that they might be useful for researchers). Further-
more, we implemented a custom Web Component [7] that can load
CDX Summary report JSON files and render them in interactive
HTML representations. Finally, we integrated this Web Compo-
nent into the collection/item views of the main site of the Internet
Archive, so that patrons can access rich and interactive information
when they visit a web collection/item in Petabox. We also found
our tool useful for crawl operators as it helped us identify numer-
ous issues in some of our crawls that would have otherwise gone
unnoticed.

2 IMPLEMENTATION
CDX Summary is a Python package [6] that ships with a CLI tool
to process sorted stream of CDX files via STDIN or as a file/URI
argument and generate a compact or detailed report in human or
machine readable formats. It has some Internet Archive-specific
features, but can be used against any local or remote CDX files or
CDX APIs. Figure 2 shows installation instructions and available
CLI options. Below are some feature highlights of the tool:

• Summarizes local CDX files or remote ones over HTTP
• Handles .gz and .bz2 compression seamlessly
• Handles CDX data input to STDIN from pipe, allowing any
filtering or slicing of input

• Supports Internet Archive Petabox web item summarization
using item identifier or URI

• Supports Wayback Machine CDX Server API summarization
• Seamless authorization to Internet Archive via the ia CLI
tool

• Human-friendly summary by default, but supports summa-
rized or detailed JSON reports

• Self-aware, as the input can be a previously generated JSON
report in place of CDX data

From Section 2.1 to Section 2.6 we describe various reports gen-
erated by the tool. Numbers reported in Table 1 through Table 5
are not evaluations, but illustrations of the CLI output based on
the collection-level CDX file generated on February 2, 2022, for the
mediacloud collection4.

4https://archive.org/download/mediacloud
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(a) WARC Items Listing (https://archive.org/details/mediacloud)

(b) Collection Metadata (https://archive.org/details/mediacloud?tab=about)

Figure 1: A Petabox Web Collection of Internet Archive
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$ pip install cdxsummary

$ cdxsummary --help
usage: cdxsummary [-h] [-a [QUERY]] [-i] [-j] [-l] [-o [FILE]] [-r] [-s [N]] [-t [N]] [-v] [input]

Summarize web archive capture index (CDX) files.

positional arguments:
input CDX file path/URL (plain/gz/bz2) or an IA item ID to process (reads from the STDIN, if empty or '-')

optional arguments:
-h, --help show this help message and exit
-a [QUERY], --api [QUERY]

CDX API query parameters (default: 'matchType=exact'), treats the last argument as the lookup URL
-i, --item Treat the input argument as a Petabox item identifier instead of a file path
-j, --json Generate summary in JSON format
-l, --load Load JSON report instead of CDX
-o [FILE], --out [FILE]

Write output to the given file (default: STDOUT)
-r, --report Generate non-summarized JSON report
-s [N], --samples [N]

Number of sample memento URLs in summary (default: 10)
-t [N], --tophosts [N]

Number of hosts with maximum captures in summary (default: 10)
-v, --version Show version number

Figure 2: CDX Summary CLI Installation and Help

Table 1: Collection Overview

Total Captures in CDX 3,221,758,919
Consecutive Unique URLs 2,381,208,479
Consecutive Unique Hosts 5,366,007
Total WARC Records Size 172.0 TB
First Memento Date Jun 09, 2016
Last Memento Date Feb 02, 2022

2.1 Collection Overview
Table 1 shows a high-level overview of the collection CDX input. It
includes reports like the number of mementos/captures, number of
unique original URIs and hosts, accumulated WARC record sizes,
and the dates of first and last mementos.

2.2 Media Types and Status Codes
Table 2 shows statistics for HTTP status code groups of captures
of various media types for the collection. The Revisit records do
not represents an independent media type, instead, they reflect
an unchanged state of representations of resources from some of
their prior observations (i.e., the same content digest for the same
URI). The TOTAL column shows combined counts for each media
type irrespective of their HTTP status code and the TOTAL row
(displayed only if there are more than one media types listed) shows
the combined counts of each HTTP status code group irrespective
of their media types. When generating the detailed JSON report
(i.e., using –report CLI flag), original media types and status codes
are preserved instead of being grouped.

2.3 Path and Query Segments
Table 3 shows statistics for the number of path segments and the
number of query parameters of various URIs in the collection. For
example, the cell P0 and Q0 shows the number of captures of home-
pages of various hosts with zero path segments and zero query
parameters. The TOTAL column shows combined counts for URIs

with a specific number of path segments irrespective of their num-
ber of query parameters and the TOTAL row (displayed only if
there are URIs with a varying number of path segments) shows
the combined counts for URIs with a specific number of query
parameters irrespective of their number of path segments. When
generating the detailed JSON report (i.e., using –report CLI flag),
original path segments and query parameter counts are preserved
instead of being rolled up under Others.

2.4 Temporal Distribution
Table 4 shows the number of captures of the collection observed
in different calendar years and months. The TOTAL column shows
combined counts for corresponding years and the TOTAL row (dis-
played only if the captures were observed across multiple calendar
years) shows the combined number of captures observed in the
corresponding calendar months irrespective of their years.

2.5 Top Hosts
Table 5 shows configurable top-𝑘 hosts of the collection based on
the number of captures of URIs from each host. The OTHERS row,
if present, is the sum of the longtail of hosts. When generating the
detailed JSON report (i.e., using –report CLI flag), counts for all
the hosts are included instead of only top-𝑘 .

2.6 Random Memento Samples
Table 6 shows a list of configurable 𝑁 random sample of captured
URIs linked to their corresponding Wayback Machine playback
URIs (this is configurable) from the collection. The sample is cho-
sen only from mementos that were observed with the text/html
media type and 200 OK HTTP status code. Any unexpected URIs
in the list (e.g., with a .png/.jpg/.pdf file extension) are likely
a result of the Soft-404 issue [22] from the origin server. These
random samples with uniform distribution across the stream are
dynamically selected by a single-pass algorithm as illustrated in
Figure 3.
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Table 2: MIME Type and Status Code Distribution

MIME 2XX 3XX 4XX 5XX Other TOTAL

HTML 965,411,367 276,575,748 125,142,922 10,774,370 254,055 1,378,158,462
Image 595,129,981 1,848,252 1,176,862 110,163 6 598,265,264
CSS 34,916,375 7,815 35,193 658 0 34,960,041
JavaScript 54,437,714 14,160 139,220 1,478 3 54,592,575
JSON 72,073,766 378,508 6,435,865 182,669 0 79,070,808
XML 123,611,319 474,681 8,382,386 265,499 0 132,733,885
Text 9,717,016 4,989,191 5,825,931 89,757 7 20,621,902
PDF 907,503 1,743 297 12 0 909,555
Font 1,348,879 208 5,827 21 0 1,354,935
Audio 1,655,064 7,847 4,701 9 0 1,667,621
Video 2,081,368 14,928 20,936 5 0 2,117,237
Revisit 0 0 0 0 790,098,238 790,098,238
Other 34,327,496 87,943,703 4,302,731 629,212 5,254 127,208,396

TOTAL 1,895,617,848 372,256,784 151,472,871 12,053,853 790,357,563 3,221,758,919

Table 3: Path and Query Segments

Path Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Other TOTAL

P0 10,137,110 75,096,506 5,222,175 1,422,227 736,628 2,345,905 94,960,551
P1 322,542,556 43,841,147 27,014,507 29,103,774 7,100,402 41,134,623 470,737,009
P2 370,206,924 55,247,724 28,783,611 31,029,789 9,766,427 26,319,078 521,353,553
P3 367,658,614 61,591,011 17,508,660 15,919,708 5,806,691 13,254,728 481,739,412
P4 310,543,626 140,279,203 80,114,245 7,705,491 2,250,744 6,257,513 547,150,822
Other 881,020,001 157,916,352 26,846,263 18,521,368 6,848,796 14,664,792 1,105,817,572

TOTAL 2,262,108,831 533,971,943 185,489,461 103,702,357 32,509,688 103,976,639 3,221,758,919

Table 4: Year and Month Distribution

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec TOTAL

2016 0 0 0 0 0 710,753 0 0 0 0 0 0 710,753
2018 0 0 0 0 18,409,894 20,138,119 63,997,290 82,864,370 101,464,239 52,569,004 170,693,250 112,690,671 622,826,837
2019 19,598,526 162,402,131 65,102,242 88,210,019 10,937,609 79,065,196 83,674,051 33,172,213 78,516,813 87,399,023 73,646,742 84,030,203 865,754,768
2020 80,033,841 76,467,578 84,829,936 176,568,383 195,626,716 227,839,303 55,837,610 48,706,314 44,075,057 43,451,655 62,242,880 58,438,537 1,154,117,810
2021 56,130,245 38,882,332 55,665,115 45,999,374 45,209,593 43,396,066 46,897,574 45,611,165 20,527,175 45,615,260 42,424,841 50,262,197 536,620,937
2022 40,104,802 1,623,012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41,727,814

TOTAL 195,867,414 279,375,053 205,597,293 310,777,776 270,183,812 371,149,437 250,406,525 210,354,062 244,583,284 229,034,942 349,007,713 305,421,608 3,221,758,919

Table 5: Top 10 Out of 5,366,007 Hosts

Host Captures

wp.me 11,457,705
upload.wikimedia.org 10,667,921
designtaxi.com 10,639,524
indiewire.com 10,341,593
public-api.wordpress.com 9,176,593
youtube.com 7,301,589
facebook.com 6,414,589
elfagr.com 6,122,678
secure.gravatar.com 6,095,165
googletagmanager.com 5,627,624

OTHERS (5,365,997 Hosts) 3,137,913,938

2.7 CDX Summary Web Component
At the Internet Archive we are adopting Web Components5 for
various UI elements. To incorporate collection and item level sum-
maries in the web UI of Petabox for web items we have created
and open-sourced the CDX Summary Web Component [7]. To ren-
der an interactive HTML element from a CDX Summary JSON file
5https://www.webcomponents.org/

SIZE = <desired_sample_size>
sample = List[SIZE]
processed = 0

def toss(item):
quotient, remainder = divmod(processed, SIZE)
if random() < 1 / (quotient + 1):

sample[remainder] = item
processed++

def main():
for item in stream:

if is_valid_candidate(item):
toss(item)

return sample

Figure 3: Uniform Random Stream Sampler Algorithm

or a Petabox item/collection use the Custom HTML Element as
illustrated in Figure 4.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this work we implemented a generic CDX Summarization CLI
tool to summarize any web archival collection or CDX API. We
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Table 6: Random Sample of 100 OK HTML Mementos

https://web.archive.org/web/20200429135903/https://mcuoneclipse.com/2017/07/09/karwendel/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200529190909/http://www.viralnewslatest.com/2020/01/
https://web.archive.org/web/20210609022051/https://www.towleroad.com/2020/09/canadas-drag-race-queen/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200312232938/https://www.albawabhnews.com/service/nc.aspx?id=3934368
https://web.archive.org/web/20210705095335/https://collingswood.umcommunities.org/events/
https://web.archive.org/web/20220104124729/https://marvamedia.wufoo.com/embed/z9zjza1mpvn62/
https://web.archive.org/web/20211116112557/https://www.urbanet.info/streets-cape-town/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200607204252/https://www.diariopuntual.com/node/40007
https://web.archive.org/web/20200616034412/https://okwave.jp/amp/qa/q388029.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20220103002118/https://www.diarioahora.pe/tag/cc-vulnerables/

<script src="https://unpkg.com/@internetarchive/cdxsummary"></script>

<cdx-summary src="CDX_SUMMARY_JSON_URL"></cdx-summary>
<!-- OR -->
<cdx-summary item="PETABOX_ITEM_OR_COLLECTION_ID"></cdx-summary>

Figure 4: CDX Summary Web Component

added some Internet Archive-specific features for seamless integra-
tion with Petabox. The tool generates both human and machine
friendly reports with varying levels of details. For easier HTML ren-
dering of generated summaries we implemented a Web Component
and made both the CLI and the Web Component open-source. We
implemented a single-pass uniform random stream sample algo-
rithm to efficiently sample mementos for testing, quality assurance,
or collection representation.

In the future, we would like to report various statistics based on
unique URIs, not just the number of mementos. We would also like
to identify and highlight some takeaway points based on heuristics
(such as reporting just a few URIs being archived too many times
or unusual HTML to page requisites ratio).
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ABSTRACT
This lightning talk will highlight the importance of archiving the
dark web. Some news media sites (e.g., BBC News, New York Times)
have a dark web mirror of their surface web sites. However, the rep-
resentations of the dark web mirror will lag and sometimes present
different information from the surface web counterparts. We will
discuss the conflict in Ukraine and the differences in coverage on
news media between the surface and dark webs as motivation to
establish a dark web archive to preserve media coverage of this
event for future historians.
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• Computer systems organization → Embedded systems; Re-
dundancy; Robotics; • Networks→ Network reliability.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The dark web is accessed through privacy-preserving tools such as
the Tor browser. The darkweb’s privacy protection offers anonymity
to users accessing both illicit and non-illicit content. Despite the
prevalence of illicit material, the dark web provides users – such
as those wishing to access media – an ability to safely consume
non-illicit news media [2]. Several news sites have both surface
web and dark web mirrors (e.g., Buzzfeed News, BBC News, New
York Times). In this lightning talk, we demonstrate that while the
content on the surface and dark web are largely the same, the pre-
sentation, emphasis, and features of the representations sometimes
differ. This means that dark web users are sometimes presented
information that differs between the surface and dark webs.

The recent conflict in Ukraine has emphasized the social im-
portance of the dark web. Several news and media sites have in-
crease their advertising of the dark web mirrors of their surface
web sites, such as BBC News advertising their dark web mirror in
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both Ukrainian and Russian. Twitter has also launched a dark web
mirror during the conflict. As such, future historians analyzing the
consumption and delivery of news media surrounding the crisis
in Ukraine must mention the availability of dark web resources
that advertise anonymity-protecting news media consumption. To
date, only Archive.is has a dark web service for archiving dark web
pages. However, this is an on-demand page-at-a-time archiving
service and is not designed for site- and dark-web-scale archiving.

In this lightning talk, we discuss a longitudinal sampling of news
media on both the surface and dark web mirrors of news pages.
Our goal is to motivate increased attention on the importance of
archiving the dark web [1].

2 DATASET
Since November 14, 2021, our team has been performing daily
crawls of 44 non-illicit surfaceweb pages and their darkwebmirrors.
The resulting surface and dark web archive includes several news
pages that were covering the crisis in Ukraine. As of March 28,
the resulting archive contains 830992 mementos totaling 114GB of
storage across the 134 days of observations.

These observations contain several differences, including how
articles are presented on the homepages of the news sites. This
shows that users will see different content when accessing the sites
through the surface and dark webs. The delay in crawled the surface
web and darkwebmirrors ranges from 0 seconds to 5minutes which
accounts for some of the differences but other differences occur
due to how the content is provided. We provide examples of both
in our lightning talk.

3 DISCUSSION TOPICS
From our dataset described in Section 2, we will use our lightning
talk to provide examples of how archived dark web pages and their
surface web counterparts differ, such as article placement, titles, and
images used for news. We will highlight the differences between
the pages to motivate the establishment of a dark web archival
ecosystem by the web archiving community.
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ABSTRACT
The definition of scholarly content has expanded to include the
data and source code that contribute to a publication. Major archiv-
ing efforts to preserve scholarly content in PDF form (LOCKSS,
CLOCKSS, and Portico) are well underway, but no analogous effort
has yet emerged to preserve the data and code referenced in those
PDFs, particularly the scholarly code hosted online on Git Hosting
Platforms (GHPs). Similarly, the Software Heritage Foundation is
working to archive public source code, but there is value in archiv-
ing the contemporary look and feel of the GHPs, including issue
threads, pull requests, and wikis while maintaining their original
URIs. For academic projects where reproducibility matters, this
ephemera adds important context. To understand and quantify the
scope of this problem, we analyzed the use of GHP URIs in the arXiv
corpus from April 2007 to December 2021 including the number and
frequency of GHP URIs. In total, there were 217,106 URIs to GitHub,
SourceForge, Bitbucket, and GitLab repositories across the 1.56 mil-
lion publications in the arXiv corpus. Additionally, the frequency of
URLs to GHPs is increasing. We found that GitHub, GitLab, Source-
Forge, and Bitbucket were collectively linked to 206 times in 2008
and 74,227 times in 2021. As shown in Figure 1, in 2021, one out of
five publications included a URI to GitHub which is a significant
increase from 2007 where less than 1% of publications contained a
link to a GHP. However, the complexity of GHPs like GitHub is not
amenable to conventional Web archiving techniques. Therefore, the
growing use of GHPs in scholarly publications points to an urgent
and growing need for dedicated efforts to archive the holdings of
GHPs to preserve research code and its scholarly ephemera.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Digital libraries and archives; Open
source software.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past quarter-century, web archive collection has emerged
as a user-friendly process thanks to cloud-hosted solutions such
as the Internet Archive’s Archive-It subscription service. Despite
advancements in collecting web archive content, no equivalent
has been found by way of a user-friendly cloud-hosted analysis
system. Web archive processing and research require significant
hardware resources and cumbersome tools that interdisciplinary
researchers find difficult to work with. In this paper, we present
ARCH (Archives Research Compute Hub)1, an interactive interface,
closely connected with Archive-It, engineered to provide analytical
actions, specifically generating datasets and in-browser visualiza-
tions. It efficiently streamlines research workflows while eliminat-
ing the burden of computing requirements. Building off past work
by both the Internet Archive (Archive-It Research Services) and the
Archives Unleashed Project (the Archives Unleashed Cloud), this
merged platform achieves a scalable processing pipeline for web
archive research.

1 INTRODUCTION
While collecting web archive content has matured into a user-
friendly process, thanks in no small part to cloud-hosted solutions
such as the Internet Archive’s Archive-It service, this ease-of-use
has not been matched on the analysis side. We accordingly need
a user-friendly system that can enable the creation of research
datasets from web archives so that researchers can work with ma-
terial at scale.

In this paper we present an overview of the Archives Research
Compute Hub (ARCH) as opposed to our more robust examination
of the platform [2]. As this paper is intended as a demonstration
at WADL, we draw heavily on that paper. ARCH is a production
system tightly integrated with the Internet Archive infrastructure
and services. It grew out of the Archives Unleashed Cloud: a proof-
of-concept platform that demonstrated the ability of a web browser-
based system to power backend Apache Spark-driven jobs on web
archival datasets [6]. Powered by the Archives Unleashed Toolkit

1https://github.com/internetarchive/arch
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and the Internet Archive’s Sparkling data processing library2, the
ARCH platform will become a complementary component of the
Internet Archive’s Archive-It system.

The Archives Unleashed project aims to address this problem [7]
by being for web archive analysis as Archive-It is for web archive
capture: powerful, scalable, and above all, accessible and intuitive
for users. The Archives Unleashed Cloud (2017-2020) provided
user access to the features of the Archives Unleashed Toolkit in a
cloud-hosted environment [6]. The Cloud worked with Archive-It
collections, using APIs to transfer data from the Internet Archive
to Compute Canada cloud-hosted infrastructure. Yet the initial
approach of having a separate analysis service presented short-
comings. When a user wished to carry out analysis, data had to
be transferred. More importantly, connections between Archive-It
and the Cloud required a complicated interplay of APIs, bulk data
transfers, and other workflows, leaving a separate analysis service
vulnerable to network disruptions or changing standards. These
factors combined to make it an interesting proof-of-concept but
one that presented considerable sustainability challenges. Our goal,
then, was to integrate Archives Unleashed tools with the Internet
Archive’s Archive-It service.

2 RELATEDWORK AND PROJECT CONTEXT
Established in 2017, the Archives Unleashed project recognizes the
collective need among researchers, librarians and archivists for ana-
lytical tools, community infrastructure, and accessible web archival
interfaces. To this end, the project aspires to make petabytes of his-
torical internet content accessible to scholars and others interested
in researching the recent past. Between 2017 and 2020, the project
focused on developing the “Archives Unleashed Cloud,” a web-based
interface for working with web archives at scale using the Archives
Unleashed Toolkit and Apache Spark [6]. This work built on the
project’s long-standing interests in building exploratory search in-
terfaces for web archive collections [3]. Similar noteworthy work
includes the SolrWayback project from The Royal Danish Library.
Combining Apache Solr with OpenWayback or pywb, SolrWayback
provides search and discovery of web archive collections, as well
as replay, and a number of analysis and visualization features [5].

In 2020, the project’s first phase was completed. The next phase
involved exploring integration and collaboration with the Internet
Archive [7]. We were influenced by the global adoption of the
Internet Archive’s Archive-It subscription service and the stability
of the Apache Spark platform [1].

Since the launch of the Internet Archive’s subscription service
in 2006, over 700 institutions from 23 countries have used Archive-
It to preserve over two petabytes of data consisting of over 40

2https://github.com/internetarchive/Sparkling
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Figure 1: ARCH main collections page.

billion born-digital, web-published records in over 12,000 public
collections. It is a successful service. A survey by the National
Digital Stewardship Alliance reported that by 2017, 94% of surveyed
institutions were using Archive-It to preserve web material – and
an additional 4% were using other services provided by the Internet
Archive [4]. Archive-It is thus effectively the de-facto platform for
web archiving, used by nearly all Association of Research Library
members, hundreds of other higher education, memory institutions,
public libraries, governments, and non-profit organizations.

Despite this widely-accepted solution for the capture of web
material, the problem of analysis remains. By this, we refer to at-
scale explorations of data that requiremore than the replay interface
of the Wayback Machine. While web archive data is captured and
preserved in the ISO-standard WARC file format, the formation of
a scholarly ecosystem around web archive analysis has been slow.3

3 ARCHIVES RESEARCH COMPUTE HUB
In this section, we present our interface and its broader context
within Archive-It. As of December 2021, ARCH has both feature
parity with the earlier Archives Unleashed Cloud, and also ad-
ditional functionality to generate several additional datasets. As
functionality from the earlier Cloud was ported, all features were
redesigned and reimplemented. We addressed known issues, fixed
existing bugs, and more importantly, implemented an approach
that scales to meet our needs.

3The best place to learn about available tools is the “Web Archiving Awesome List”
maintained by the International Internet Preservation Consortium and researchers
across the field. See https://github.com/iipc/awesome-web-archiving.

3.1 Design Considerations
ARCH now runs on an infrastructure that is physically connected
to Archive-It servers and computing infrastructure, mitigating the
need to copy data before processing. As not all Archive-It data
is kept in its dedicated computing cluster, ARCH is connected to
the Internet Archive’s long-term storage system (the “Petabox”) to
fetch missing data. In addition, we implemented a smart caching
mechanism to avoid re-fetches for consecutive access to the same
data. Cognizant of researcher needs beyond Archive-It collections,
we also support custom collections which can be located on ARCH’s
own cluster.

Given the sensitive nature of web archival collections, we have
implemented a user and permissions system. There are two authen-
tication providers: Archive-It user accounts and dedicated ARCH
users. For Archive-It users, we rely on Archive-It’s internal per-
missions process. We have also implemented a permission control
access that allows ARCH and Archive-It users to cross-access ad-
ditional Archive-It collections (pending permission from the data
collector) and ARCH custom collections.

To control jobs and enable the downloading of files via different
tools (browser-based downloads for smaller files, command line for
larger ones), we provide multiple APIs and authentication methods.
While the actual implementation details are beyond the scope of
this paper, ARCH is a native Scala application built using Scala-
tra4. The underlying toolkit is based on the Archives Unleashed
Toolkit (previously known as Warcbase) as well as the Internet
Archive’s Sparkling library. Jobs and queues are controlled via APIs,

4https://scalatra.org/
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Figure 2: ARCH job summary page.

enabling Spark jobs to be chained with post-processing jobs, as
well as separate queues for example/full jobs, Spark operations, and
post-processing.

3.2 User Interface
ARCH’s interface consists of four levels. These guide users to inter-
act with their collections by generating datasets for analysis and
engaging with in-browser features. The goal of ARCH is to provide
an efficient, streamlined workflow without burdening users with
computing requirements or actions.

The first level is the main collections page. All of a user’s
Archive-It collections are presented in a table (Figure 1), accompa-
nied by information about the most recent analysis conducted and
other collection-based metadata. Each collection title provides an
access point for conducting analysis.

The second is a job summary page, where users can generate,
download, and monitor derivative datasets. An overview of the
collection identifies basic metadata about the collection, including
collection size and whether it is a public or private collection. The
second main feature of this space provides tables that summarize
“Jobs in Process” - the stage and queue of any current jobs being run
- and a “Completed Jobs” table identifying all datasets previously
generated, noting an accompanying date/time stamp (Figure 2).

The third level is the generation of datasets (Figure 3). As a
core feature of ARCH, users can generate sixteen different datasets
for scholarly exploration. These datasets are categorized into four
main themes of analysis (Table 1). This supports different dataset
generation jobs based on a generic interface to start jobs, monitor
their status, and explore the ensuing output.

Finally, the last level are the derivative dataset pages them-
selves. For each dataset generated, users can access an overview

Dataset Category Description

Collection Offers an overview of a collection by
looking at simple statistical counts.

Network
Produces files that provide network graphs
for analysis and offer an opportunity to
explore the way websites link to each other.

Text
Allows the user to explore text components
of a web archive, including extracted
“plain text” HTML, CSS, and other web elements.

File formats
Provides files that contain information on
certain types of binary files found within
a web archive.

Table 1: ARCH Datasets



Figure 3: The “generate datasets” page in the ARCH interface.

page of the dataset, which provides metadata (file name, file size,
results count, and date completed), download options, a preview of
up to 100 lines, and the option to re-run any job. An example of this
can be seen in Figure 8. Where possible, in-browser visualization
and charts present a summary of the data. For instance, the extract
web graph dataset page offers an interactive network graph that
users can explore using simple functionalities like zooming in and
out on modes and clusters and exporting a high-resolution image.
These datasets are intended be downloaded and further explored
with other analytical tools and methods.

4 CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION
We have presented ARCH, the Archives Research Compute Hub, a
novel data processing platform for web archives, closely integrated
with Archive-It.

The design process for ARCH involved a variety of intercon-
nected stages, from designing wireframes to building infrastructure
to connecting backend processes to the user interface. User experi-
ence (UX) evaluations were essential for measuring and understand-
ing the needs of researchers. As such, the team conducted iterative
andmulti-staged user testing and surveying to assess user needs and
experience. By engaging with Archive-It power users and Archives
Unleashed Cloud alumni in five closed user testing rounds, our team
gathered feedback and initial impressions of ARCH. Testing was
primarily conducted through surveys, which collected qualitative
and quantitative data to determine user satisfaction and experience.

Findings from the survey were translated into actionable tickets
to provide action-based tasks for development cycles. We were
able to implement the majority of action items, with some needing
further planning and only a few that fell outside of our scope of
work.

As a multi-stage UX testing process, each subsequent round of
testing served as another opportunity to review and refine impres-
sions of prior development and enhancements — improving our
accuracy and capacity to match user needs at each stage. Our final
rounds of testing concluded in early 2022. This final process served
two purposes. First, we expanded testing to include a larger group
(approximately 100 participants) to serve as a stress test. As this
was our largest testing group to date, this offered an opportunity
to verify ARCH’s robustness, capacity, and efficiency while noting
any bottlenecks or areas for improvement. Second, we conducted
focused interviews with a small group of researchers who have
extensively used ARCH since August 2021. These researchers were
ideal for understanding the real-life application and use cases of
the web archives research journey.
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Figure 4: One of ARCH’s Dataset Results Pages.
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Web Archive Collection Zipped (WACZ) is a new packaging
format that provides portability features for decentralized
web archives. Similar to the Open Document Format,
WACZ is a convention for bundling collection metadata,
indexes, WARC data, and fixity information together as a
ZIP file in order to make web archives available as discrete
files, not unlike other types of digital objects, like videos or
PDFs.

Classical web archives are deployed as server-side web
applications that users access in their web browser to view
past representations of the web. This process is often
referred to as “replay” and it is dependent on externally
owned, complex software infrastructures which crawl, store,
index, and retrieve archived content.

WARC is a standard serialization format for HTTP network
traffic that allows web crawlers to store the raw network
data in a consistent way. However key information, such as
the name and description of the collection, who created it,
why they created it, the URL index, as well as useful
entry-point pages, are not represented in WARC. While this
allows for a separation of concerns between raw crawled
data and other web archive data, as a result, most web
archives have implemented these features in
application-specific ways, limiting data portability.

The lack of portability resulted in web archives being
developed as complex, monolithic application
infrastructures, tied to bespoke tooling which can become
single points of failure, and are expensive to maintain as
they grow in size and use. In turn this concentration shapes
the types of actors who can create web archives and
provide continued access to them [1].

WACZ is built on top of the Frictionless Data Package [2]
standard, which provides a convention for JSON encoded
descriptive metadata and a manifest for describing the
enclosed data files and their fixity values for verification. A
WACZ file includes one or more WARC files and their
corresponding indexes. WACZ specifies a standard index
format (CDXJ), that allows entry metadata to be expressed
using an extensible JSON block. The descriptive and
structural metadata along with the WARC and CDXJ files
compressed as a ZIP file comprise a complete WACZ,
which can be transferred between systems and placed on

the web as a resource just like other media formats.

example.wacz

├── archive

│   └── data.warc.gz

├── datapackage.json

├── datapackage-digest.json

├── indexes

│   └── index.cdx

└── pages

└── pages.jsonl

└── extraPages.jsonl

Once hosted on a web server, standard HTTP Range
requests can be used to efficiently retrieve the components
of a WACZ for replay. A property of the ZIP format is that all
the contents can be accessed via random access without
downloading the entire file. In this way, much like audio and
video players, a client-side web archive replay system can
easily load one or more WACZ files. ReplayWeb.page
provides a reference implementation for this replay process,
which is also available as a reusable Web Component. To
date, WACZ files as large as 1.3TB have been replayed.
However there remain two primary areas of future work,
which we are seeking community feedback on.

We anticipate that it will be useful to aggregate WACZ files
for seamless replay. For example, archives could iteratively
publish web crawls over time as a series of WACZ files.
Groups of WACZ files could represent thematic collections,
or virtually unify WACZ files that are published by multiple
collaborating parties at different locations on the web.

Fully portable web archives also raise new use cases and
potential threats around issues of trust, integrity and identity.
WACZ ensures that all web archive data (including
individual WARC and CDXJ records) are hashed and
cryptographically signed. However choices around signing
mechanics, and key identity entail positive and negative
social impacts that must be factored and designed for.
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Moving the End of Term Web Archive to the Cloud to Encourage
Research Use and Reuse
ANONYMOUS AUTHOR(S)
The End of Term Web (EOT) Archive is a collaborative project with a goal
of collecting the United States federal web, loosely defined as .gov and .mil,
every four years coinciding with presidential elections and often a transition
in the Executive Branch of the government. In 2021 the End of Term team
began to process the longitudinal web archive for EOT-2008, EOT-2012, EOT-
2016, and EOT-2020 to move into the Amazon S3 storage service as part
of the Amazon Open Data Program. This effort adopted tools, structures,
and documentation developed by Common Crawl in an effort to maximize
potential research access and reuse of existing tools and documentation. This
paper presents the process of organizing, staging, processing, and moving
these collections into the Amazon cloud.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: web archives, cloud storage, research
datasets, web archive datasets
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1 BACKGROUND
The End of Term (EOT) Web Archive 1 is a collaborative project
with a goal of collecting the United States federal web, loosely de-
fined as .gov and .mil, every four years coinciding with presidential
elections and often a transition in the Executive Branch of the gov-
ernment. Starting in 2008 [14], this project documented the federal
web before the transition of the Bush administration to the Obama
administration, then documented the transition from one Obama
term to another in 2012, the transition from Obama to Trump in
2016 [13], and the transition from Trump to Biden in 2020. In total,
the EOT has collected nearly 500TB of content in its four iterations.
The EOT is an ad-hoc collaboration that comes together every four
years to plan, publicize, and execute the crawls related to this ef-
fort. Long-term access to the content is often a more challenging
component of the process. So far, access has been provided by the
Internet Archive through different configurations of their Wayback
Machine and currently access is provided by the Global Wayback
collection. Additionally, some members of the EOT team have cu-
rated and hosted secondary access points to the crawled content
in their own infrastructure to provide redundancy in access. This
provides a minimum level of access to the harvested resources for
general users, but over the years the EOT team has found that there
1End of Term Web Archive : https://eotarchive.org/

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM
must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish,
to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a
fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org.
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are logistical limitations in place when users want to use the EOT
archives to answer computationally focused research questions that
would require larger portions of the archive. In the Fall of 2021, the
EOT began to explore working with the AWS Open Data Sponsor-
ship Program [3] to host a copy of the four EOT web crawls as a
longitudinal dataset.

2 ORGANIZING THE COLLECTION
Beforemoving the EOT collections to the cloud, there were a number
of decisions to be made about how the data would be organized and
made available. The AWS Open Data Sponsorship Program provides
high-speed cloud storage for open datasets through the Amazon
Simple Storage Service (S3) [1]. The EOT team looked for prior
work in this area and decided on the organizational structures in
place in the Common Crawl program [9]. Common Crawl broadly
crawls the web and provides the data freely to users for research and
analysis. In addition to the crawl data, Common Crawl will create
derivative formats for each WARC file consisting of a Web Archive
Transformation (WAT) [5] which provides content-metadata about
the crawled resources such as out links, anchor text, and overall
structural information. Another file provided is Web Extracted Text
(WET) files that present just the text for formats like HTML and TXT
to the user. These WAT and WET files are created for every WARC
file in the dataset. An index of all captured content is provided in
the CDXJ format [6] and organized using the ZipNum structure.
Finally, the CDXJ data is processed and compiled into a columnar
data format called Parquet 2 that provides another entry point into
the collection that can be used by many common tools and services.
By adopting these structures for the EOT collections, the team was
able to build on existing workflows and leverage tools used by
Common Crawl in their processing pipeline. Another goal was to
work with researchers already using Common Crawl data to allow
the EOT dataset to fit into their research workflows and tools with
little modification. Finally, the ability to reuse and adapt existing
documentation about the formats and processes was also a benefit
of using existing formats.

3 LAYOUT OF THE CRAWLS
One goal of this project is to provide self contained versions of each
crawl. To enable this, each of the four End of Term crawls, 2008, 2012,
2016, 2020 would have their own path structure in the Amazon S3
buckets. The EOT-2008, EOT-2012, EOT-2016, and EOT-2020 crawls
can be seen as analogous to the Common Crawl monthly crawl
structures in a straightforward way. The next thing the EOT team
wanted to maintain was the provenance of which institution was re-
sponsible for the crawling of the data. For example, in the EOT-2008
dataset, the crawls were conducted by the California Digital Library

2Apache Parquet https://parquet.apache.org/
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(CDL) 3, the Internet Archive (IA) 4, the Library of Congress (LOC) 5
and the University of North Texas Libraries (UNT) 6. The Common
Crawl organizational structure includes a concept of segments that
divide a crawl into subsets. These segments are holdovers from
the distributed Nutch crawler that they use for collecting content.
Each segment in the Common Crawl dataset contains under 10,000
WARC files and the EOT team felt that provided for a reasonable
limit for others looking to download and work with the content lo-
cally. Many of the crawl partners generated over 10,000 WARC files
in the EOT project and it was necessary to create several segments
per crawling partner. An example of this structure can be seen in
the example below.
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-000/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-001/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-002/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/IA-000/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/IA-001/

This structure works for organizing files in a normal POSIX
filesystem as well as in an object store like S3 by making use of
the common concept of a prefix. Inside each segment, another pre-
fix/folder structure for WARC, WAT, WET, and CDX files was cre-
ated. This results in the final structure of a segment as you can see
below.
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-000/cdx/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-000/warc/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-000/wat/
crawl-data/EOT-2008/segments/CDL-000/wet/

The ZipNum and Parquet indexes are stored in a similar layout
but with a path structure separate from the crawl data. The layout
is presented below.
cc-index/collections/EOT-2008/indexes/
cc-index/collections/EOT-2012/indexes/
cc-index/collections/EOT-2016/indexes/
cc-index/collections/EOT-2020/indexes/
cc-index/table/eot-main/warc/crawl=EOT-2008/
cc-index/table/eot-main/warc/crawl=EOT-2012/
cc-index/table/eot-main/warc/crawl=EOT-2016/
cc-index/table/eot-main/warc/crawl=EOT-2020/

4 INVENTORY OF DATA
One of the surprisingly challenging parts of this project was to
completely identify the crawl data within different institutions’
respective repository infrastructure. Many institutions will include
their web archives in both a preservation repository to provide long-
term stewardship, replication, and structured access to the files, as
well as locating them in a secondary access system where they are
indexed and served using a replay system such as Open Wayback 7

or pywb 8. Because of this, it can be challenging to identify all of the
components of a large web crawl within a repository. Additionally,

3California Digital Library: https://cdlib.org/
4Internet Archive: https://archive.org
5Library of Congress: https://loc.gov
6UNT Libraries: https://library.unt.edu/
7Open Wayback: https://github.com/iipc/openwayback
8Webrecorder pywb: https://github.com/webrecorder/pywb

because the EOT crawls were completed by different institutions
and then aggregated into single collections, it was challenging to
identify contributed WARC files from the locally crawled content.
Finally, because the EOT projects generally last from September
until March of the following year, there are many individual crawls
during that period that all need to be accounted for during the
process. In the EOT project, the EOT-2008 and EOT-2012 crawls
were fully replicated by three institutions: the Internet Archive,
Library of Congress, and the UNT Libraries. For the EOT-2016 and
EOT-2020 crawls, the only complete copy of the data is held at the
Internet Archive, with the crawling partners maintaining a copy of
their own crawled data. Because of this distribution of content, the
EOT team was able to split the responsibility of inventorying all
content between the Internet Archive for the EOT-2016 and EOT-
2020 crawls andUNT for the EOT-2008 and EOT-2012. As an example
to demonstrate this effort, the EOT-2008 crawl totalled 16TB of data
and was distributed across 110 Archival Information Packages in the
UNT Libraries’ Coda preservation repository [11]. Similar divisions
of a complete EOT crawl across dozens to hundreds of archival
packages occurred at both IA and UNT for the other crawls.
Once inventories were complete, the next step was to down-

load the archival packages, verify that everything was complete
and valid based on package checksums, and then reorganize the
WARC content into the structures mentioned above. The EOT-2008
crawls contained both WARC and ARC files, whereas the remaining
crawls only held WARC files. The decision was made early in the
project to not rename files but to leave them as they were origi-
nally contributed for better provenance and lineage. There were a
small number of WARC/ARC files (36) from the CDL dataset in EOT-
2008 that had duplicate filenames but different content and those
were renamed with “-duplicate-name-” inserted into the filename
to allow them to be included. The EOT team decided early in the
process not to concatenate, modify, or convert the content files into
other formats to preserve integrity at file and record levels. This
would have included converting the many 100MB WARC/ARC files
into larger 1GB files, format conversion of ARC files to the modern
WARC format, updating legacy WARC versions to modern versions
of the specification, or including additional metadata records in-
side existing content files. When additional metadata is desired for
these files, it will be generated and stored in a separate file being
referred to as a “metadata sidecar file” [12]. This decision allows for
the provenance of the files to be maintained for archival purposes,
but does require additional attention to be paid to the early crawls
when building tools because of mixed use of the ARC/WARC format
and early versions of the WARC standard that are present in the
EOT-2008 crawls.

5 CREATING THE DERIVATIVES
In order to provide datasets that can be used in a wide variety of ap-
plications, there was a need to create derivatives of the ARC/WARC
files for different use-cases. The Common Crawl organizational
structure mentioned above includes standard derivative formats
in the web archiving community of WAT and WET files. For the
EOT-2008 and EOT-2012 crawls, data was aggregated and processed
at the UNT Libraries before uploading into the AWS S3 service.

2
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For the EOT-2016 and EOT-2020 crawls, the EOT teams planed
to upload the WARC data to AWS S3 and then create the deriva-
tive files afterward. Derivatives were generated using the Common
Crawl branch of the ia-hadoop-tools [4] package and specifically
the WEATGenerator functionality. No modifications were made to
this tool before running it on the collections. The index files were
generated by the CDX-indexer from the pywb project. We used the
CDXJ format with flags to sort each output file and also include
the full relative path to the WARC/ARC file based on the Common
Crawl organizational structure. The ZipNum format was generated
using scripts in the webarchive-indexing repository [7] again from
Common Crawl. Finally, the cc-index-table repository [8] was used
to generate the Parquet format from the ZipNum index [10]. All of
these tools required no modification to the base code and only small
configuration changes to make them work in our various processing
environments.

6 UPLOADING THE DATASETS
Once datasets had been locally staged, verified, and derivatives cre-
ated, the next step in the process was to load the data into the AWS
S3 infrastructure. The AWS Open Data Sponsorship Program pro-
vides access to a storage bucket in this case called “eotarchive” where
the original and derived data of various crawls would be uploaded.
The EOT team made use of the AWS Command Line Interface [2] to
load data into the service. At UNT this was generally accomplished
one segment at a time after all derivatives were generated. At the In-
ternet Archive, WARC files were loaded individually as a sequential
process that was later run in parallel. These two approaches were
necessary due to local organizational structures and infrastructure
constraints for staging large datasets. While the project was only
nominally interested in understanding the throughput of the differ-
ent approaches, it can be noted that at UNT the upload speed of data
to AWS was limited by local IO from disk, and at IA was generally
limited by network bandwidth. The resulting datasets for EOT-2008
and EOT-2012 took about a month each to stage, create derivatives,
and upload at UNT. EOT-2016 and EOT-2020, being much larger in
size, are still ongoing from IA and are expected to take upwards of
six months to complete the initial upload.

7 DOCUMENTATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS
The final step in the process includes the documentation of the
datasets for researchers and also providing guides and examples on
how to use these datasets to answer research questions. The two
datasets that are completed are available at the End of Term website
9, where the others will be added in the future. Documentation of the
formats as well as guides and examples for using these data formats
will be based on the previous work of the Common Crawl project.
It is expected that during the summer of 2022 this documentation
will be generated by the EOT team and the final datasets will be
registered with the AWS Open Data Sponsorship Program in their
Open Data on AWS catalog. The team also has an interest in working
with tools from the Archives Unleashed 10 program to document

9End of Term Web Archive Datasets: https://eotarchive.org/data/
10Archives Unleashed: https://archivesunleashed.org/

Dataset WARC # WARC Size
Compressed (TiB)

EOT-2008 125,704 16.85
EOT-2012 78,509 45.57
EOT-2016 TBD 159 + 150 (FTP)
EOT-2020 TBD 300

Table 1. Summary of End of Term Datasets on Amazon S3

how these datasets can be used with their tools and services. For a
complete listing of dataset sizes see Table 1.

8 CLOSING
This effort by the collaborative End of Term Web Archive to stage a
copy of the four EOT crawls in the cloud has been helpful in under-
standing many of the challenges that organizations will face when
thinking about staging content for large-scale computational use.
The greatest challenge encountered during this project was account-
ing for the collections that had been stored in various repositories
and infrastructures for over a decade. In many situations, those
repository structures have changed in ways that are forgotten to
the current EOT team and required investigation and the rebuilding
of a knowledge-base of previous operations. The decision to base
this work on the Common Crawl organizational structure and sub-
sequently leverage existing tools and documentation was a major
benefit to this project. If those tools had not been in place and pre-
vious examples were not available, the whole process would have
been more challenging and required greater allocations of time and
resources. The EOT team is excited to make these datasets available
more broadly to researchers who are interested in using the End of
Term web archives in their research and scholarship.
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